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'Foreword

Dr. Harry S. Broudy -- noted educator', scholar, historian,

and philosopher in this paper turns a realistic and analytic

eye on contemporary morallcitizenship education (MCE): the

conditions limiting program possibilities; the conditions-facil-;

itating consensus regarding programs;.considerations,ofcurric

-ulum -development, research, and evaluation; and other approaOhes

to MCE. His scruti tided on the 'real world"-of dduration

and educator, r provides ins ght and direction to,thosewho must,

grapple with the hard real leS of MCE programs, prograMming,

and acceptance.

,Dr. Broudy brings to his topiwide-rangingknowledge and

experience. He received the Bh.D. degree from Harvard University

and is currently professor of philosophy of education:emeritus,

at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign campus. He has
!

written extensively in philosophy of education and aesthetic

education; his books include: 1_11.1iEg2LEhilos22hy of Education,

-Enlightened Cherishing, and The Peal World of the Public Schools.

The dissemination of Dr. Broudy' paper

of a national program, Planning-for Moral/Citizenship Education.

The program, carried out by Research for Better Schools, was

funded largely by the National Institute of Education. Aside

, from promoting informational activities, ,as represented by

this paper; the planning program had as its major objective

the development of MCE R, D, and D recommendations.

an outgrowth



MORAL/CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION: POTENTIALS W1LIMITATIONS
Harry S. Broudy

University of Illinois

It seems fair to ...ayftthat the .current press fpr_moral/

citizenship education in the public schools is a phase of the

afVprmath to Watergate and the .counterculture rebelliba..of

thd last decade. Polls consistently report the public's

distress with lack allif respect for authority and the prevalence
of violence and VandaliSMin Tchools. General permissiveness

is often blamed for this. The low esteem in hich'ePtablishment
figures are held is attributed to a dacay in moral standards' --

all of which the schools are expected to.remedy or mitigate

by providing moral education /training. The emphasis of the

Bicentennial rhetoric on moral principles also has stimulated

the interest inmoral/oitizenship education.

I-shall not comment on the soundness of theseassumptions,

or _the inferences drawn from them. However, in responding to

them it is advisable to keep 411 mind the tendeny to over-

estimate the power of the- schoda'and to underestimate the non-

school _factors in the manners-and morals of a people. Moreover,,

in formulating policy in this field much can be learned-from

the instructional and social conditions under which some schools'

carry on moral or character training successfully. .It is,pe-

tinent to ask of any proposed program whether these conditions

obtain or can be made to obtain in a public school system -.

Some of the difficulties; arise from the differences bet'

"moral education," "moral training," citizenship education,
and " citizenship twining." The term "moral" technidally refers

to choices and their justification. It connotes a freedom of

agents to choose

good and the r.7

i the" basis of principles that define the

'se lacets upon them the duty of con-



sidering the_conseq6epces of their chaiceS for themselves and
for-others... Ft-is, in short, a cognitive process of evaluating-

,diverse preferences, desires, and circumst:fic s -- what have
been called "Valuin

Citizenship education, accordingly, refers to instruction

-on ,a. subset of,choices involving the duties of the citizen,

regarding measures and procedures affecting the common good,

the discharge of one's civic responsibilities, and the exercise
Of one's civic rights.

Both moral training and citizenship training carry the

connotatiorrof semi-automatic behavioral and attitudinal

responses toward classes of situations. Training stresses the'

right valuings, right jbeing defined by the customs and expects-
.

tions of the group, whereas education stresses the right eval-

right being defined-by the rules and principles of moral
reasoning. TI-ws parents uwant children to want to be clean,

honest, and respectful in a '=.,4ndard.set of situations without
necessarily -"thinking" iabout t; in their bones they know that

right thinking will bear out the right feelings.

Character education and training are similarly differentia-

ted,. but "character" refers to a steady tendency or set of dis-
positions, so that it is proper to speak of good, bad, and strong

character -- the goodness or badness depending on the tendenCies
that have been made more or less habitual or char acte-ristic,.

whereas strength is judged by the reliability of the response.
I

Conditions Li i tins, Program postPossibilities

Any program of moral citizenship education or trainin g; in

the public schools is likely to face:

1. heterogeneity of value commit smts, life styles

and moral norms; this diversity is to be found

not only the various d'onstituencies of the



Schools but also in the theories, approaches,

materials, and methods that obtain- in the edu-
,

cational community.

a discrepancy between the pedagogical strategy
and tactics needed for inbtruction-in knoWledge
about values, character, conduct, and moral

reasoning, on the ono, hand, and, the formation

of-habits and attitudes, on the other.

a discrepancy between the professed ideals
of the community as enunciated in the objec- /

tives of the school and the tolerated behavior
in the community.

These ;conditions virtually rule out: \j

1. programs that advocate a articular poiiti7cal

or-economic ideology, philosoPhical orientation,
theory of personality/personality development,
and religious doctrine or values hierarchy,

except in highly homogeneous communities.

2 programs defined by a set of generic 'character

traits, honesty, respect for authority,

responsibility, etc. , because

a. if they are stated in terms general

enough to secure broad 'consensus, they
mcd'y mask highly differentiated behaviors

on which there is ,far less consensus.

b if they are not translated into behaviors

and taught as such, there is the .possi-

bility that the lernings will remain at
the verbal stage.

program confined to a set.of cognitive proce-

dares, e.g., solving moral dilemmas, moral

reasoning, study of ethic =,, etc., because



cognitive competence does not neces-

sarily change habits- and attitudes,

and the prograip will be unsatisfactory

to those who look to it for more or less

automatic adherence to certain codes

Of conduct.

b. the cognitive approach risks criticism

by the pupil of moral principles, codes,

and political behavior that are tolerated

in the community, and this may antagonize

the most vigorous proponents of a program
of 'moral education."

4 progra -Concentrating on training for the observ-

ance of the mores of the co _unity because

a. if the community really is of one mind

on the morel to be observed, the school

will automatically reinforce them, and

no special. program may be needed.

the conditioning of the.young to a

particular sit of values, behaviors

or code of conduct 'incompatible

with the type of moral reflection

thought to be --sential to morality.

Conditions possible Consensus

A program that might achieve consensus among the various

constituencies in the community and in educational circles
would have-to have a minimum of arbitrary content and aprocess
to which there would be a minimum of resistance. A program
that would meet these conditions would have two strands:

a. practice in moral problem-solving, using

4



.social and personal valueS conflicts as
targets for instruction.

The Dewey Complete Act of Thought is still the most famil-
iar formula for such de4iberation. It formulates an hypothetic°-
deductive style7 of reasoning that moves from a felt predicament

.through transformation.of the predicament into a problem, Using
generalizations to frame hypotheses, conjecturing the conse-
quences of these hypotheses,

censtructing It. test for the pre-.
ferred-hypicithesis and finally to c- ducting the test. Values
conflicts lend themselves to this le of ,thinking, as do
predicaments of blocked action, discontinuity in knowledge,
and the like. The paradigm is used} in many project curricula,
especially in the social studies. ItAan be made to 'incorporate
the special categories of moral'reasoning and the self-probing
urged in values-clar,ification .techniques as subordinate pro-
cesses.. (gaup, Benne, Axtelle, S Smith, 1943 is worth con-
sulting as an attempt- to amend the 'Deweyparadigm to take
account of some of the

onflicts,

The moral problem

noncognitive factors that underlie values

Diving approach has the advantage of
being part and parcel of the ideal democratic process, and it
is difficult for those committed to that._process to object to
educating the young in its use. Furthermore, the hypothetico-
deductive method has logical criteria that are not class-hound,
and in that sense it commands the allegiance of all who are
committed to rationality in general and to a rational approach
to morals in particular.

Nevertheless, the problem-solving method is not completely
general; it does deal with particular problems. and With general-
izationsand information that are about -rticular items of
expel'ience. In other words, the content and the concepts with
which the problem-solving process :; carried on must also be



legitimated by a nonpartisan authority. This authority is

provided by the canons of scholarship governing the contents

of the disciplines, scientific and humanistic. This is the

second strand .of the program:

2. knowledge about values..

Each/ values donlain (econothic health, civic,

-associational, intellectual, moral, aesthetic,

:T.eligious) has rt

a. an intrinsic, phenomenological aspect,

i.e., what it feels like to have an

obligation, an aesthetic experience, etc.

b. an extrinsic phas its facilitation or

inhibition of realizing values in all

the other domains (cf. Broudy, 1961,

part II, for a detailed analysis ofthe

values domains).

Systematic grated study of the values domains is quite

feasible; the materials, available in the disciplines are Sr

virtually without limit. The intrinsic phase of values exper-

ience is-developed in the individual in many forms of direct

experience, but the arts, including literature and drama, are

among the most potent vicarious ways of increasing the range

and sensitivity of the individual to the various modes of

valuing.

When knowledge about values asrhre described is used in

the process of moral ppbblem-solving, it should eventuate in

what might be called enlightened valuing, enlightened evaluing

(morality), and enlightened citizenship.

A program constructed out of these two strands should

achieve a broad consensus for the reasons already mentioned,

namely, its lack of arbitrariness. This should enable the

program to meet the difficulty of heterogeneity discussed above.



Moreover,

cited. for

_ could achieve a number of the objectives commonly-

moralicitizenship education' stiMulation of values

thinking, increase of.'sensitivity to moral issues, improvement

irthe skills of moral delitleration, and.a ility to examine

community mores rationally and critically.
1

Such 'a program would reinforce favorable attitOes toward

moral problem-solving, rationality, and moral responsibility;

indeed, it would d-shape attitudes in favor of theprofessed

ideals of the Community. But it might not change The attitudes

of pupils or their behavior in moral situations as much as

some of the proponents of mot,al/citizenship education might

like. Thisis a limitation of the proposed program, but-the

number of nonschool variables that-affect the life outcomes

of schooling is so great that one hesitates to promise what

in the nature of social clynamics it cannot give -- except

'under very special circumstances. I refer, of course, to

private schools that sequester the pupil for long periods-in

an environment over which the school has almost complete control.

Develo P 7.-.searc_ and Evaluation

Much of the information and conceptual resources needed

by the program sketched above already exists. There is a highly

developed body of literature on moral philosophy, moral reasoning,

and social philosophy, as well as on personality development,

problem-solving, and decision-making. Selection rather than

creation is the primary task:

1. selection of,the problems for study

various grad

serection Cf= materials from the disci-

plines that bear on the examinatiaa- and

understanding of the values domains gear e1

to grade levels.

7



Curriculum designers have at least two gptions. One is

to construct a values ore moral - education curriculum to run

parallel to the existing curriculum in skill '4 subject',

matter; the other is ao Make the moIal,problem-solving via the

concepts and categories of thert'and sciences the major

part of thecurriculum, with the training in symbolic skills

the means of uti izi-- it.

Pedagogicalithe prOposed program requires three types

of _reaching: didactic; to impart skills and knowledge;

heuristic, to help th; pupil carry through the thought prO-

cess- involved in deliberation; and philetic, to establish

the psychological rapport between pupils and teacher that

permits the clarification of attitudes toward personal and

societal problems (Broudy, 19Th).

Evaluation would consist - of periodic judgments on:I

1. willingness and adeptness of the pupil to

undertake moral problem- solving.

2 intellectual quality of the generalizations

and reasoning used in the process.

The evaluation would not demand a judgment on the changes

in the behavior of either the pupil oree community, inasmuch

as such behavior is the resultant of many variables other than

and in addition to moral problem-solving.

Other .Approaches

This paper has not considered other possible approaches

to the problem of moral/citizensh4 education. Of these, the

most obvious is the eclectic one, that is, combining more or

less on an ad hoc basis elements of values clarification, moral

decision-making group interaction, role-playing, participation

in school governance, and others. The Pr1Pctic approach requireS

no systematic discussion; it needs, -_teed, a variety of



f'esources.and freei;:lom for the school or the individual 'teacher

to move from 'one activity to another.

The sanci--sicmih]Trt dan ,he made about .the'alternatiyes

approach in which .s5me achool u-se'program A while others may

choose B or CcrN% This approach espedial,ly h61pful..when

th'e-goa'ls al---61i.teomes of the eril-Lrprime are indeterminate an(r

in
. .coritoverqy. fros at odds with each other need- not achieve

,agre'ementi each an, go its own way. -e Finally, "alternatives"_
, .

has the honor'fid meaning' of frt-,..edoM for each group to do

Ii

own. thin' At 4' time when plura'lism is jfilvogue, this is an-
e

espeolally attraffie solution.
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